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HOW TO CITE
Getting the ferry to Colonsay might be the answer. Off the west coast is Dubh Artach - the black rock - and then nothing till Canada. The walks on the island are spectacular - from the coastal routes to the 22 MacPhies, Colonsay’s version of the Munros. Take a boat trip round the island to see the best of the island’s marine life, especially the colonies of fulmars, razorbills and kittiwakes on the western cliffs. Colonsay also has a number of high speed and rapid charging points including at the CalMac Terminal in Scalasaig. Postcode for sat nav. Oban Port: PA34 4DB. The bus from Inverness to Oban takes 3 hours 30 minutes, with a change at Fort William. Getting to Kennacraig. By car. The route from Kennacraig to Oban is about 55 miles on the A83 and A816.